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Abstract: Automatic recognition of Meta data of a speaker apart 

from recognizing only his or her identity is a challenging task. It 

gives rich behavioral characteristics of a person.Maximum work 

have been done in speaker recognitionon low level spectral 

features. Which gives good accuracy with minimum error, but 

they ignore other information about the speaker. Also in spectral 

variations, in session variations and in channel variations these 

features give degraded performance. State-of-the-art systems for 

text-independent speaker identification use Mel Frequency 

cepstral coefficients (MFCCs) as main features.  Generally this 

system performs very good under clean conditions and acceptable 

under matched conditions. Under mismatched conditions, 

however, performance significantly deteriorates. One of the 

principal reasons for poor performance in these conditions is 

because of the nature of low-level features; being spectral, they 

are susceptible to spectral variations due to noise and channel 

effects.Prosodic features are used successfully in these variation 

conditions as well as in presence of noise.In this paper multi SNR 

environment is considered. Recognition accuracy has been 

calculated at different SNR levels i.e. 15 dB, 25 dB and 35 

dB.Also results are tested at different types of noise such as 

Traffic noise, cockpit noise, babble noise and fan noise. It has 

been found that combining prosodic features such as pitch, 

energy and formants gives improved performance. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Human speech contains two types of information. One is 

physical gives the unique characteristics of an articulator 

system, other islearned provides the expression’s pitch, 

energy and accentuation.Speech signal contains features 

which are from low-level to high-level [1, 7]. Speaker 

recognition comprises two technologies, text dependent and 

text independent recognition. Text dependent system 

identifies the person from specific phrase. This system has 

more accuracy as specific phrase is prompted and simple 

pattern matching method can be used. 
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A text-independent speaker identification system extracts 

the acoustic spectral features fromconversational speech 

signal. This system identifies a person by speaking style, 

accent etc. of that person.Speaker identificationrefers to 

identify a person from his or her biometric characteristics. 

Inaspeakeridentificationsystem, 

featureextractionandclassifiermodelingarethetwo main units 

[3]. In this paper, we address the issue of feature extraction 

methods to enhance the speaker recognition performance 

under noisy environments. As the speech signal has two 

types of features, low level and high level features. High 

level information containsaccent, rhythm, word or phrase 

usage or pronunciation [18, 19].  The low-level information 

analyzes basic structure of speech signal i.e. the unique 

characteristics of a person [4].The former gives details about 

speaker-specific characteristics, speaking style, accent, 

pronunciation etc. On the other hand, the latter gives 

information about physiological properties.Recent work has 

shown that by combining high-level features of speech into 

the conventional system, the performance is improved.The 

recognition accuracy of practical speakerrecognition 

systems greatly deteriorates when speech signals are 

corrupted by noise.Therefore, achieving noiserobustnessis 

an important issue to make these systems robust in real 

acoustic conditions [8].  Prosodic features are the most 

common high-level feature used in speaker recognition to 

improve performance against channel variation, spectral 

variation and session variation conditions.  Prosodic features 

are pitch, energy, formantsand speaker-specific information 

like melody, intonation and loudness [1, 5]. 

II. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
Speaker identification comprises two parts one is enrollment 

and other is testing. Figure 1 shows basic overview of 

speaker recognition system.Speech samples are pre-

processed for enhancing purpose. Then prosodic features 

such as pitch, energy and formants are extracted from 

speech sample. These features are fused together by 

concatenating and then classification is done. The result is 

displayed in terms of accepted and denied. In this paper 

result is calculated at different SNR levels. As the SNR 

value increases the recognition accuracy increases [2, 11]. 
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Figure 1. Speaker Recognition system 

 

III. FEATURE EXTRACTION 

 

SpeechT signalT containsT twoT typesT ofT informationT i.e.T 

acousticT andT prosodicT information.AcousticT featuresT areT 

extractedT withT MFCC(MelT FrequencyT CepstralT 

Coefficient)T algorithm,T whichT givesT improvedT accuracy,T 

butT ignoresT theT otherT levelT ofT informationT ofT speechT 

signalT [22,23].ProsodicT featuresT includesT fundamentalT 

frequency,T intensity,T speakingT rateT andT disfluenciesT [5].ItT 

spansT overT longT segmentsT likeT syllables,T words,andT 

utterancesT andT reflectsT differencesT inT speakingT 

style,languageT background,T sentenceT type,T andT emotionsT 

toT mentionaT fewT [6].T  

 
A. Prosody Features 

ProsodyT playsT anT importantT roleT inT differentiatingT 

speakersT [17].T ProsodicT featuresT carryT speakerT specificT 

informationT likeT melody,T intonationT andT loudness.T TheyT 

areT alsoT referredT toT asT sourceT featuresT asT theyT originateT 

atT theT glottalT source.TheyT areT maximum/minimumT valuesT 

ofT pitch,T energyT etc.ProsodicT characteristicsT suchT asT 

rhythm,T stressT andT intonationT inT speechT conveyT someT 

importantT informationT apartT fromT identityT ofT theT speaker.T 

AlsoT prosodyT cariesT moodT andT emotionsT ofT theT speakerT 

embeddedT inT theT speechT utterance. 

 

1) Pitch Feature: 
TheT mostT importantT prosodicT parameterT isT theT 

fundamentalfrequencyT (orT F0).T CombiningT F0-relatedT 

featureswithT spectralT featuresT hasT beenT shownT toT beT 

effective,T especiallyT inT noisyT conditions.T  

a) Extraction algorithm: 
ThereT areT twoT waysT forT calculationT ofT pitch,T inT timeT 

domainT andT inT frequencyT domain.TimeT DomainT methodsT 

areT ComputationallyT SimpleT andT frequencyT domainT 

methodsT areT computationallyT complex.HereT pitchT isT 

extractedT byT AutocorrelationT algorithmT inT timeT domain.T 

AutocorrelationT methodT isT simpleT toT implementT andT 

robustT againstT noise.AutocorrelationT isT aT correlationT ofT aT 

signalT withT itself.T TheT maximumT ofT similarityT occursT forT 

timeT shiftingT ofT zero.T AnotherT maximumT shouldT occurT 

inT theoryT whenT theT time-shiftingT ofT theT signalT 

correspondsT toT theT fundamentalT period.T FollowingT isT theT 

equationT ofT Autocorrelation. 

                   
   ……………………………………………… 1 

Table 1 shows recognition accuracies for pitch feature at 

different SNR levels. This table shows that the recognition 

accuracy gradually reduces as the decline of SNR 

level[8].Table 2 shows recognition accuracies at different 

types of noise.Figure 2 presents FAR (False Acceptance 

Rate), FRR (False Rejection Rate) curves. The point of 

intersection of these curves is the Equal Error Rate(EER) 

value. 

Table 1. Recognition Accuracies with Pitch 

 

Feature  15 dB  25 dB  35 dB  

Pitch  62.67%  79.82%  84.21 % 

 
Table 2. Recognition Accuracies for different noise types 

 
Feature  Babble  Fan  Cockpit  Traffic  

Pitch  68.00 

%  

80.90 

%  

60.20 

% 

51.11 

%  

 

 

 Figure 2.FAR FRR Curve with Pitch (20 dB) 

2) Energy: 
 The energy is achieved by averaging energy of each frame. 

The arousal state of the speaker (high activation versus low 

activation) affects the overall energy, energy distribution 

across the frequency 

spectrum [7]. 
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3) Formant: 
In voiced speech resonant frequencies of the vocal track are 

called as formants which are importantparameters for both 

automatic speaker recognition and speech 

synthesis.Formants are the spectral peaks of the sound 

spectrum of the acoustic resonances of the human vocal 

tract. The sound production can be modeled as a time 

varying linear system that is excited by a sequence of 

impulses. The first five vocal resonant frequencies, i.e. 

formants (F1, F2, F3,F4, F5), during voiced-speech are 

important for each personand therefore are used more as the 

speaker features. For voiced-speech, the glottis signal is 

periodic with a fundamental frequency (i.e. pitch, F0) [21]. 

There are following methods of estimation of formant 

frequencies: cepstral analysis method and linear predictive 

cepstral coefficient (LPCC) method. In this paper LPCC 

method has been used for recognition purpose. In this 

method first pre-processing is done. Linear predictive 

coefficients are found by LPC procedure. The roots of 

predictor polynomials are calculated to find the peak 

locations in the spectra of linear predictive filters. Only the 

roots with positive angles are selected and the angles are 

converted into frequencies mathematically using equation. 

The formants are sorted in ascending order with the lowest 

frequency becomes F1, the second lowest becomes F2 and 

so forth until the fifth formant F5. Table 3 shows 

recognition accuracies for different SNR levels i.e. 15, 25, 

and 35dB. As SNR level increases recognition accuracy 

increases [2]. Table 4 shows recognition accuracies at 

different noise types. Traffic noise shows more accuracy as 

compared to other types of noise. 

 
Table 3. Recognition Accuracies with Formants 

Feature  15 dB  25 dB  35 dB  

Formant  19.30 %  45.08 %  76.71 % 

 

Table 4. Recognition Accuracies for different noise types 

Feature  Babble  Fan  Cockpit  Traffic  

Formant  31.18 

%  

24.74 

%  

30.34 % 40.55 

%  

 
 

 

Figure 3.FAR FRR Curve With Pitch (20 dB) 

 

IV. COMBINED SYSTEM 
 

The recognition accuracy has been increased by 

concatenation of feature vectors.Integration at feature level 

offers good recognition rate [13, 14]. Also it Increases the 

robustness to unexpected failure of subsystems.The feature 

set holds richer information about speech signal and 

processing time has been reduced [16]. 

 

Figure 4.FAR FRR Curve With combined features (20 dB) 

 

Table 5. Recognition Accuracies for combined features. 

Feature 15 dB 25 dB 35 dB 

Combined 67.55% 88.45% 100  % 

 

V. DATABASE USED 
 

ELSDSRT (EnglishT LanguageT SpeechT DatabaseT forT 

SpeakerT Recognition)T corpusT hasT beenT usedT forT theT 

evaluationT ofT automaticT speakerT recognitionT system.T 

ELSDSRT corpusT wasT designedT inT TechnicalT UniversityT 

ofT Denmark.T TheT textT languageT isT English,T andT isT readT 

byT 20T Danes,T oneT IcelanderT andT oneT Canadian.T TheT 

recordingT workT hasT beenT doneT inT aT chamberT ofT DTU.T 

TheT equipmentT forT recordingT isT MARANTZT PMD670T 

portableT solidT stateT recorder.T TheT recordingT typeT canT beT 

stereo,T monoT orT digital,T andT theT fileT canT beT recordedT 

intoT .wavT .bwfT .mpgT orT .mp3T format.T InT thisT database,T 

theT voiceT messagesT wereT recordedT intoT theT mostT 

commonlyT usedT fileT type-.wavT (PCM).T TheT samplingT 

frequencyT isT chosenT 16T kHzT withT aT bitT rateT ofT 16.T  

VI. DISCUSSION 
 

TheT resultsT shownT inT TableT 1T andT TableT 2T areT 

recognitionT accuraciesT atT differentT SNRT levelsT andT atT 

differentT noiseT typesT withT pitchT feature.T ThisT resultT 

reflectsT thatT asT signalT qualityT (SNRT value)T increasesT 

errorT decreases.T TheT recognitionT accuracyT increasesT atT 

higherT SNRT valueT [20].T 

TableT 4T andT 5T showsT 

recognitionT accuraciesT 

withT formantT features.T 
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WithT formantsT alsoT recognitionT accuracyT increasesT withT 

SNRT level.T TheT robustnessT andT performanceT ofT aT 

speakerT identificationT systemT isT increasedT byT combiningT 

differentT prosodicT features.TableT 5T showsT recognitionT 

accuraciesT atT differentT SNRT levelsT andT theT resultT showsT 

improvedT accuracies.FigureT 2T FigureT 3T andT figureT 4T 

showsT FAR-FRRT curves,T whichT reflectsT theT EERT value.T 

ThereT areT twoT typesT ofT errors,T namely,T falseT acceptT (FA)T 

andT falseT rejectT (FR).T AT falseT acceptT occursT whenT anT 

imposterT isT selectedT asT theT genuineT speaker.T AT falseT 

rejectT arisesT whenT aT trueT speakerT isT rejectedT asT anT 

imposter.T TheT equalT errorT rateT (EER)T ofT theT systemT isT 

whenT theT FART andT FRRT areT equalT andT isT usedT toT 

measureT speakerT verificationT systemT performanceT [12,T 

15].T  

VII. CONCLUSION 

SpeakerT RecognitionT isT aT needT inT ForensicsT forT voiceT 

authenticationT purpose.T LowT levelT featuresT showsT lowT 

errorT ratesT butT ignoresT otherT levelsT ofT informationT suchT 

asT learnedT habitsT ofT aT speaker.T LowT levelT featuresT areT 

susceptibleT toT spectralT asT wellT asT channelT variationT andT 

noiseT presentT inT theT system.T ProsodicT levelT featuresT 

showsT excellentT performanceT inT theseT variationT 

conditionsT andT inT presenceT ofT noise.HighT levelT featuresT 

potentiallyT increasesT theT robustness.T FusionT improvesT theT 

performanceT approximatelyT byT 15T toT 20T %T inT speakerT 

recognitionT system. 
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